


Water
Quality Tester 
& Filter

Aidas Čergelis

The main idea is to create
a water filter and tester
as one gadget. It would

indicatethe TDS in
the water and it would be able to

purify the water by using UV daylight.



+ Water filterTDS Water Tester
TDS Total Dissolved Solids are the total amount 
of mobile charged ions, including minerals, salts 
or metals dissolved in a given volume of water. 
TDS, which is based on conductivity, is expressed 
in parts per million (ppm) or milligrams per liter 
(mg/L).

The idea is to purify the water by using UV 
coming from the daylight so it would not need 
much energy from the battery. A small LCD dis-
play shows the water TDS results and indicates 
when water is prepared to drink.



ring 
controller

Jonas Lideikis

A remote extension 
of any mobile device 

with a Bluetooth 
connection



Ring Controller
The Ring Controller is a device allowing to control 
a sound level remotely on any portable device 
with a Bluetooth connection (such as phones, 
tablets, music playing devices). It consists of a 
Bluetooth chip, rechargeable bent battery, con-
ductive charging part (main element - rectifying 
antenna) and touch sensors. By sliding through 

the sensors on the outer side of the ring it acts in 
the same way as a potentiometer.



tech. supportinterface
Scroll with finger - controlling the volume
Double tap on one place - switching the mode 
(the scrolling action applies to other function)

Bluetooth chip - currently available at a very 
small size of 2.0 x 1.6 x 0.45 mm.
Bend battery - currently available at a size of 
2.0mm*10mm*24mm. By lowering the with and 
increasing the length it would be easily applicable 
and at a very reasonable price. Even smaller bat-
teries are used for medical devices.
Rectifying antenna - a long time since it has been 
printed, therefore non expensive solution.

Bluetooth chip/
circuit

Bent rechar-
gable battery

Touch sensors

Rectifying antenna
and the rest of the 
circuit for the in-
ductive charging of 
the battery
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Process Wine Making Storing
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 HOW TO tell wine
is spoiling? 

The most common defects of spoiling wine, and 
spoiling factors analysis and how to detect them.



Cellaring

Storing Prevent Drinking
Bad Wine

Wine Making

scenariosframework
Give wide and complete information of the 
analyzed samples。

Your Wine could be spoiling in every process: 

wine making, cellaring, storing.
Knowing and Controlling conditions can affect 

your final wine quality.

interpret the chemical 
signals and give wide

and complete information

Sensor Network

An array of sensors
Matrix

3D-MIDMeasurements

flexible work
Net/Samrtphone 

Connectivity

interpret the 
chemical signals 

give wide and complete information 
of the analyzed samples

Data Processing

Feature & Class
Feature extraction

Cloud
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flexible Sensors arrays

Take them to
cellar or other

places you want.

 function
feature

Wine Defect Detecter could help you alter your winemaking process by 
offering the conditions data of the most common defects detecting.
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No. Target Possible 
Menchanisms Price Maturity Accuracy

1 Temperature
Integrated 
semiconductor 
transducer

< 1 high medium

2 CO2
Infra red spectrum 
absorption 
detector

< 150 high high

3 Oxygen
Electrochemical 
(oxidation-
reduction)

< 70 high high

4 H2S
Electrochemical 
(oxidation-
reduction)

< 70 high high

5 Humidity
Integrated MEMS 
humidity 
transducer

< 10 
high high

6 Sulfite Sulfite oxidase / high high

7 Nitrite Cytochrome c 
nitrite reductase / high high

8 pH
pH probe from 
Vernier

/ / /

9 Alcohol biosensors
< 3 

medium medium

chemical sensors

biosensor sensors

sensors target
&

Cost assessment



































smart 
fingers

Mariam Giguashvili

write up your ideas



idea
As usually all the best ideas are coming up when 
we are lying down in a bed and trying to fall 
asleep. Most of the people are too lazy to wake 
up, turn on the light and write down the ideas 
and there’s a many of ideas are lost because of 
that. 

First idea was to make smart ceiling and distance 
pointer on the hand to solve that problem. And 
it’s also a alternative way to avoid sitting all the 
time at the computer or at the table while brain-
storming and generate ideas.



finding a form
Finding a form of a device – comfortable  for 
hand and intuitive to use
There’s a four or five (depends on a finger size) 
comfortable spots on the middle finger to touch 
with a thumb. 

A scroll can have a ring form. Also the rings might 
be used as a part of the device to fix it on the 
hand.
Between the hand palm and the fingers will be lo-
cated  power source, antennas and other technical 
components.



components 
On the index Finger will be located sensors and 
scroll to zoom in and out. 
On the middle finger will be located five shortcut 
buttons. Using a thumb user can click. 

3D MID technology gives us a possibility to make 
things more compact and flexible and better to 
navigate,  either  on a flat surface, or in a three 
dimensional space.

BODY OF THE DEVICE   -    BUTTONS    -    SENSORS   -    POWER SOURCE    -    MEMORY    -    ANTENNAS    -   SCROLL-RING



connection
Connection to other devices - smart house – to 
control  the light, the heating, the volume of the 
music, to change even  the theme of the wallpa-
per. 

Depends on an application, the interface and the 
numbers of the buttons  could  be different. For 
some case they might be more and with a differ-
ent functions. To play the game might be look 
like to cracking the knuckles. 



Beacon
keychain

Reinaldo Verde

portable
location-aware
message system



BEACON KEYCHAIN
The system would consist on a smartphone app 
and a keychain with separable small beacons 
made with MID-Technology. These beacons would 
be programmed to send a signal to a smart-
phone, making a message and/or reminder 
appear in the smarphone of a member of the 
app’s network when he/she comes near it.

This could be an interesting tool in an office or a 
home environment, making it possible to leave 
notes and messages to intended receivers in spe-
cific locations. And it would also be useful for one 
self, as a remider system of things to do or take 
at specific locations.



OUTER 
SHELL

3D MID Electronics

RFID tag
Wifi receiver
LEDs

INNER 
SHELL



OUTER 
SHELL

3D MID Electronics

Battery slot
Pressure on/off switch

INNER SHELL

Suction pads



Beacon sends
RFID signal

Smartphone
reads RFID tag
and checks
server

Server checks RFID info and 
sends back message 
(if it is the intended recipient)



FAPS - 
Lehrstuhl für Fertigungsautomatisierung 
und Produktionssystematik

Bauhaus-Universität Weimar

Master Project

Media Art & Design (MFA)
Media Architecture(MSc)

Prof. Dr. Jens Geelhaar
jens.geelhaar@uni-weimar.de
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